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1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have long been interested in the use of large
displays to support work—both collaborative activity (e.g.
[1],[3],[5],[7],[10],[11],[12],[21],[23]) and independent activity
(e.g. [17],[18],[29]). The inherent size and placement of these
displays afford different (and in many cases, new) forms of
interaction and use practices from their desktop counterparts
[10]. Yet, adoption or large display groupware has been
limited: even the most willing users experience difficulties when
trying to adopt novel technologies into their everyday practice
[11].
Our view is that while users may need to interact with large
displays in novel ways, large display applications should
support the kinds of tasks and work practices that users are
already accustomed to with analogous traditional display
surfaces. Since others have already reported on the task space
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In this paper, we explore the practice of using a whiteboard for
multiple tasks, and specifically how users employ whiteboards
to smoothly transition between related sets of tasks. Our study
underscores several basic, but important affordances of
whiteboards that support this practice, including visual
persistence, flexibility of interaction primitives, and their
situated physicality. We discuss the implications of these
findings for the design of large display applications.
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Independent
Worker
• Word processor
• Spreadsheet
• CAD software
Personal Management
• PIM, schedule, agenda,
task list
• Reminders, post-it notes

Collaborative
Real-time interaction
• Telephone
• Video conferencing
• Instant messaging
Ongoing tasks
• Team rooms
• Bulletin boards
• Email

Figure 1. A modified groupware matrix that emphasizes
modes of activity, and the tools that support them.
of traditional displays such as whiteboards (e.g.
[26],[17],[32],[2],[19]), our goal was to identify work practices
common to traditional display surfaces that would help inform
the design of large display applications. In this work, we are
particularly interested in studying and understanding the use of
the whiteboard artefact—in part due to its ubiquity in the
common office environment, and because of its success as a
“display device” in the traditional environment. We view
whiteboards as an important design resource: the work practices
that users have developed around these displays are suggestive
of the immediate ways in which users may desire to appropriate
novel large display technology.
While there have been some studies of whiteboards, both as a
collaborative medium ([19],[26],[32]) and in personal office
spaces [17], our study results in a detailed, focused examination
of whiteboard use to support transitions between different tasks
and modes of activity. To begin, our findings will show that
most whiteboard tasks can be neatly categorized into a simple
2×2 matrix (Figure 1), where the primary axes are synchronous
vs. asynchronous work (i.e. same/different time) and
independent vs. collaborative work. In some cases, whiteboard
use encompasses related sets of tasks from different quadrants,
and here, we will see that the whiteboard facilitates transitions
between independent and collaborative activity, and
synchronous and asynchronous work. Our analysis will show
how the affordances of everyday situated whiteboards support
users’ activities across different work modes and tasks.
While supporting the transitions as we outline in this work may
not be the “silver bullet” in successful design and deployment of
large display technologies, this study suggests that it is an
important work practice in everyday whiteboard use, and that
designers should consider some form of support where
appropriate. Thus, we make three contributions in this work:

first, we provide a descriptive model of whiteboard activity;
second, we provide a detailed exploration of how whiteboards
support users’ transitions between modes of activity, and third,
we identify several design and deployment factors that designers
can employ to support this transition practice with situated
displays.
In the next section, we review related work that focuses on
designing support for multiple modes of work, as well as work
that explores traditional and situated digital displays. This
review motivates the current study, which we present in the next
section. We will see that the whiteboard provides a work space
for both temporary and ongoing work (where work continues at
a later time or perhaps by a different set of users). Finally, we
discuss several design implications of these findings.

2. RELATED WORK
We begin by reviewing how researchers have characterized
different modes of work, and particularly how system designs
have attempted to support the transition between these modes.
We then review literature exploring studies of traditional
displays (e.g. whiteboards) and situated digital displays to
rearticulate the motivation for our study.

2.1 Modes of Activity and Seamlessness
The standard groupware matrix’s primary axes, same/different
time and same/different place, define four modes of activity. Of
these, the vast majority of both research and commercial
groupware tools have been primarily designed to support
geographically distributed workers. Yet in the case of situated
large displays however, the “place” of activity is fixed and
collocated. As a theoretical grounding, we have found that
Thimbleby et al.’s articulation of reflexive-CSCW [27] (the use
of CSCW systems for personal or independent work) to be more
pertinent to our interests based the study we report here. Figure
1 illustrates this conceptualization.
Thimbleby et al.’s definition arises from the observation that
groupware has sometimes been appropriated for independent
activity (e.g. [30],[27]): for instance, when a user sends email to
himself for reading at a later date (i.e. asynchronously), he is
performing personal management, coordinating his activities by
setting a task list or reminder [4]. Thimbleby et al. argue
pragmatically for researchers to explore how to support
reflexive-CSCW: with well-designed mechanisms, users can
rely on existing or known practices to smoothly transition
between independent and collaborative activity (e.g. [4],[6],[8]).
Existing email systems are a good example of such a tool since
they do not distinguish between independent and collaborative
use: people can apply the same mechanism to asynchronously
communicate with others or themselves [31].
Some systems have realized the inverse: enabling users to
transition from independent to collaborative activity while
preserving
existing
work
practices.
For
instance,
TeamWorkStation [14] and ClearBoard [15] overlay a video
image of a remote collaborator’s drawing workspace on one’s
own, thereby fusing the two workspaces and allowing users to
use the workspace as they would if they were working
independently [14]. Both systems realize a form of seamlessness
that enables users to smoothly transition from independent work
to collaborative work.

TeamRooms [7] introduces a “room” metaphor for shared visual
workspace groupware, where people can enter and leave rooms
at any time, and rooms can be populated by persistent
groupware artefacts (see also [6]). This simple model affords all
quadrants of Figure 1, where transitions are afforded by how
people use the room rather than by explicit technical means. If
two or more people are in a room at the same time, they are
doing synchronous collaborative work. If one leaves an artefact
for another to view later, it is asynchronous collaborative. If a
room is used by an individual who works a bit, then leaves and
then comes back to continue where they left off, it covers both
modes of individual work.
Finally, many systems offer a form of data-centric transition,
where digital artefacts may be transferred to a shared system,
allowing users to share work completed in an independent
fashion into a collaborative space (e.g. [6]). For instance,
MessyBoard [5] and Notification Collage [7] allow users to post
information from their personal PCs to the shared display. Yet,
like TeamRooms, both systems were designed for distributed
work, where the interaction capabilities of the client (used for
posting information) are different from the shared display
(which primarily acts as shared context for conversation); here,
we are interested in seeing if the same transitions can be
afforded by interactions with the same situated large display.

2.2 Traditional Whiteboards and Large
Digital Displays
Large display technologies have long been seen as potential
vehicles for collocated collaborative interaction (e.g. [20]). This
expectation likely stems from their inherent affordance of
providing a shared view to a group. While many early designs
focused on synchronous group activity (e.g. [28],[23], [20],[1]),
recent work has also focused on asynchronous awareness
support (e.g. [3],[5],[10]). Parallel to this body of work, other
researchers have explored the traditional whiteboard displays to
build up design rationale for these digital technologies, both for
synchronous activity (e.g. [2], [23]), and asynchronous activity
(e.g. [17],[32]).
Perry & O’Hara [19] investigated the motivations for general
display-based activity in personal work areas, articulating the
role of displays as ready references, and as coordinating
resources. Mynatt [17] focused on personal whiteboards in the
office context, exploring how spatial management enabled
multiple parallel tasks (e.g. reminders, quick capture, and
thinking). This work revealed how space (when partitioned into
segments) helps to organize work. Teasley et al. [26] provided
observations of “war room” whiteboard use, reporting on teams’
synchronous and asynchronous use of whiteboards for shared
awareness of the team’s status or current activity. Xiao et al.
[32] presented a case study of an emergency room ward,
illustrating how a situated whiteboard became a centralized
asynchronous coordinating resource for nurses and doctors in
the ward. Whittaker & Schwarz [30] showed how the properties
of a material wallboard afforded fundamentally different
interactions around a software engineering schedule compared
to a digital scheduling tool, where the wallboard’s public
physicality engendered group processes that the digital tool did
not. While these studies discuss the roles and contextualized
uses of whiteboards in users’ activities, we focus specifically on
the transitions between different types of activities, showing

how whiteboards are central in multiple working activities of
our users.
Interactive large display applications can largely be categorized
into two classes: those designed for real-time collaboration (e.g.
[22],[21],[23],[28],[16],[25]),
and
those
designed
as
asynchronous awareness applications (e.g. [3],[10],29]). In the
former case, some designs facilitate the ability to transfer data
between the main display and auxiliary machines as a means to
support the transition between collaborative and independent
activity (e.g. [1] [5],[7],[16],[25]), but again, our interest is in
how the situated display can support these transitions in-place.
Dynamo [1], for instance, affords to ability to post and retain
“media parcels” on the display for later retrieval as a means of
supporting asynchronous activity on the same display.
Kimura [29] was designed primarily for independent
asynchronous use, facilitating deferral and peripheral
monitoring of ongoing activities or tasks. It provided ambient
display of montages (e.g. thumbnails) representing activity.
Similarly, the Semi-Public Display project [10] produced
several designs that provided collocated collaborators with
awareness of each others’ activities, thus primarily intended for
collaborative asynchronous use. In both these cases, the
applications afforded means to sketch on the display (as a means
to support synchronous activity); however, enabling the
transition between asynchronous and synchronous activity was
not the focus of the work.
This brief review shows that while some large display
applications support multiple modes of activity, their designs
frequently do not focus on supporting the transitions between
the modes; instead, they generally focus on supporting subsets
of the modes from Figure 1. In contrast, we have seen that
traditional whiteboards enable a broad set of activities. It was
this flexibility that motivated our current study: what
affordances of whiteboards enable their use in all of these
modes and activities? Further, what work practices do users
develop to take advantage of these affordances? As we will see,
the practice of using the whiteboard to support transitions
across the modes of activity is remarkably useful, but as yet
poorly supported in most large display application designs.

3. STUDY METHODOLOGY
Prior studies provide rich descriptions of contextualized uses of
whiteboards (e.g. [17],[30],[19],[26],[32]), but have not
conceptualized whiteboard activity in a generalized model. We
shall see that the model we adopt (Figure 1) adequately
describes the majority of typical whiteboard activity. This
model of use immediately raises two questions: How common is
activity in each of the quadrants? Further, is the relative
prevalence of activity fairly consistent among users?
Consequently, our study began with a broad base survey,
targeting people who regularly used their whiteboard—defined
as “at least once a week” in our advertisement (we felt this
would avoid being unduly influenced by incidental users). We
followed this survey with a set of in-situ interviews with the
“heavy” whiteboard users in order to understand the practices of
users who had deeply appropriated the whiteboard into their
work practice.
Survey. We deployed a web-based survey using a snowball
recruitment sampling technique, beginning with email ads

posted on computer science and engineering graduate student
mailing lists. Ultimately, the reach of our survey encompassed
primarily industry (i.e. non-academic) users with a wide variety
of backgrounds: graphic artists, software designers, engineers,
business analysts and communications specialists. While our
sample may not be a representative from the entire population of
whiteboard users (due to our sampling method), it still provides
a data set from a reasonably broad user population.
Participants were entered in a draw for a $100 prize. The survey
consisted of 53 items, asking them about their whiteboard
behaviour: What activities did they engage in (derived from
[17]), and how frequently? Were these activities independent or
collaborative? We asked users about two whiteboards important
to them, where the whiteboards were located, what they were
used for, what was currently on them, and who else used the
whiteboard. The survey provided us with a broad basis to
understand the scope of whiteboard activity, how these users
appropriated whiteboards, and about the whiteboards
themselves.
In-situ interviews. To add further richness to our understanding,
we conducted in-situ interviews with 11 users (3 females)
selected from our survey pool. These users were self-identified
“heavy” whiteboard users, and we selected them primarily based
on geographic convenience, but also aimed for a broad variety
of occupations (including academics, managers and engineers).
Of these, we selected two overseas participants for interviews as
a check against geographic bias. Ultimately, we conducted
interviews until we felt we had exhausted the diversity of uses
and were no longer learning anything new.
The one hour interviews were conducted in front of their “most
important” whiteboard and audio recorded for transcription
(interviews with the two overseas were conducted using the
phone and with the aid of digital photos of their whiteboards).
We also collected photographs of users’ whiteboards and their
physical context, and used the whiteboard as a grounding
artifact for discussion. We developed a list of questions around
theme areas based on the survey, though allowed the flow of the
interview to guide the dialogue, referring to the list only to
ensure that all themes had been addressed. Participants were
paid $20 remuneration.
Interview Analysis. We conducted an inductive analysis of
interview data, iteratively coding the interview transcripts for
recurring patterns of behavioural statements (regarding the
whiteboard) [24]. We then used an affinity diagramming
process to group statements to derive thematic understanding of
our participants’ activities.

4. FINDINGS
We begin by describing our survey data, which frames everyday
whiteboard environments, and whiteboard use within the fourquadrant model introduced earlier. Drawing from our contextual
interviews, we then discuss how several users appropriated a
whiteboard in ways that allowed them to transition between
multiple tasks and modes of activity. We then show how the
physical context and social practices around situated
whiteboards support this practice in general, and then further
illustrate the importance of the location of the whiteboard as a
“place of work” beyond its function as a sketching device.

shared workplace area), about half (shaded) are located in
personal spaces. Our data on who uses these whiteboards is
convergent on this point: users of important whiteboards are
primarily limited to those we know fairly well.

Table 1. Relationship between mean self-rated frequency of
use to uses/week, mean boards used per week and month, and
median number of whiteboards considered “important.”
Uses per
week
8.4
4.7
2.5

User type (n)
Heavy (22)
Medium (69)
Light (43)

Boards
per week
2.9
2.4
1.5

Boards
per month
5.2
3.9
2.7

# Important
boards
2
2
1

4.1 Characterizing Whiteboard Tasks
To corroborate users’ reports on the frequency of whiteboard
use for various activities, the survey asked users to immediately
examine and report on the content of their whiteboards,
describing what the content was for. While about half the
descriptions lacked necessary detail (i.e. only describing content
without intent), it was possible to characterize whiteboard
content from about half of the whiteboards (n=122) along the
dimensions introduced earlier (independent vs. collaborative,
and synchronous vs. asynchronous). Table 4 provides examples
of our classification which we elaborate on next. Strikingly,
over half of the whiteboards contained deliberately un-erased
content for later, asynchronous use.

Table 2. Location of users’ most important (#1) and second
most important (#2) whiteboards. Notice half the whiteboards
(shaded) are used in fairly personal spaces.
Location
Home
Work/Personal
Work/Shared
Work/Coworker
Public/Other

#1 (n=129)
19
54
51
3
2

#2 (n=110)
15
14
63
11
6

Total
34
68
115
14
8

Independent synchronous (15% of whiteboards contained
remnants of this content type): These activities involved a
person making use of the whiteboard to help him or her think in
some way. The primary value of this activity was at the time of
creation, where it helped the user address a problem in the
immediate term. Examples included working out problems
visually, organizing information spatially, or simply using it as a
“large writing surface.”

Users. We received 167 survey responses, of which we
discarded 32 due to incompleteness: we therefore report on 135
complete responses.
Whiteboard use. Table 1 shows how this self-rated frequency of
use (as “heavy”, “medium”, or “light” users) relates to reported
use of whiteboards in terms of usage frequency, and the number
of perceived “important” whiteboards. In spite of relatively
large differences in frequency of use, users tend to only use a
small number of whiteboards overall. Table 3 compares selfrated frequency of use to a variety of tasks, showing that heavy
users appropriate the whiteboard more broadly for independent
use than light users.

Independent asynchronous (61%): This type of activity involved
a user deliberately putting or leaving information with the intent
of using it at a later time for his/her own use. This information
was used to help the user recover context, or to remind the user
about something.
Examples included task lists, notes,
reminders, and reference sketches.

We asked each user to report in detail on up to two whiteboards
that were “most important” to him or her, including information
about where the whiteboard was located, who used the
whiteboard, the number of segments on the whiteboard [17], the
age of the content on the whiteboards, and so forth. We
collected data on 239 such whiteboards. Table 2 shows the
location of these boards. Of particular note is that while many
of these whiteboards are located in “collaborative” contexts (i.e.

Collaborative synchronous (30%): These activities involved
groups of users employing the whiteboard to accomplish a task,
for example to communicate information, or to work out ideas.
Examples included brainstorming, collaborative design, or
presenting ideas.

Table 3. Relationship between users’ self-rated frequency of whiteboard use, and median rating for frequency of whiteboard tasks (6
pt Likert scale: 0=Never, 1=Very rarely, 2=Rarely, 3=Occasionally, 4=Frequently, 5=Very frequently).
Independent
Heavy
Medium
Light

Collaborative

Brainstorm

Task list

Reminder

Storage

4
3
2

4
3
1

4
3
1

3
3
2

Other

Brainstorm

Conveying
Ideas

Task list

Reminder

Storage

Other

4
4
3

5
4
3

3
3
1

2
2
2

3
2
2

4
0
0

2
0.5
0

Async

Sync

Table 4. Examples of user reported whiteboard contents, classified in our modified groupware matrix.
Independent
• “Flow (boxes and arrows) of a presentation I am about to give”
• “A mind map of my current largest project”

Collaborative
• “Two different design diagrams, drawn by me to illustrate
points for coworkers”
• “I need to be able to convey ideas and brainstorm with other
faculty and students”

• “Six different to-do lists, for each project I'm working on, and
several small post-it notes with ideas or sketches I don't want
to forget, stuck to the to-do list for that project”
• “Project milestones and the different modules that need to go
into the game for each milestone”

• “All active projects and their schedules”
• “Action items (tasks for team members) from the team
meeting”

Collaborative asynchronous (26%): When users deliberately
placed information on the whiteboard with the intent of others
either seeing or re-engaging with it at a later time or in an
ongoing basis, we labeled the activity as collaborative
asynchronous. Examples included collaborative task lists,
schedule boards, action lists, etc.
Beyond our categorical definitions, however, it became clear
that for some participants, this four-quadrant view insufficiently
represented their use of the whiteboard. In many cases, their use
of the whiteboard content transcended our conceptual
boundaries, suggesting that the work artefacts allowed users to
transition modes of activity. For instance, “Ongoing project
sketch/notes”, suggested both that the content was being used as
reference for asynchronous activity, and for ongoing thinking.

4.2 Using Whiteboard Artefacts to
Transition across Modes
Our in-situ interviews were thus designed to more deeply
understand this phenomenon: if our four-quadrant view was
insufficient for classifying some whiteboard activities, what was
the nature of these activities, and how was the whiteboard being
used in these cases? We came to understand that these
unclassifiable activities were actually sets of related activities
belonging to different quadrants, and that the whiteboards
allowed users to easily transition between these activities (and
quadrants). Of the 11 interviews we conducted, 5 users had
created representations (an integral, related collection of marks)
used in multiple activities/work modes; another 4 used the
whiteboard for multiple tasks, but employed a spatial
partitioning strategy for each task (e.g. [17]). Drawing on three
vignettes from the former group, we illustrate how users
employed the whiteboard to transition across multiple modes of
activity.

4.2.1 Ongoing reference on a semi-public
whiteboard
Larry is an engineering graduate student working in a shared lab
with his peers. The main whiteboard in the lab is shared
between the lab mates and their supervisor (whose office is
elsewhere in the building, but comes to the lab occasionally),
and its location is such that it can be easily viewed from most
areas of the lab. For Larry, this shared whiteboard is used both
to brainstorm and discuss ideas, and the same content is
deliberately persisted, allowing it to be used as a reference for
ongoing discussion, and as a personal reference for independent
activity.
One region of the whiteboard contained remnants from a recent
brainstorm discussion with another student regarding a new
project (collaborative/sync). This sketch was deliberately being
left on the whiteboard because it was incomplete. In the
meantime, Larry and his collaborator had transitioned into a
reflect-and-elaborate mode on the sketch (collaborative/async)
so that when their supervisor returned from his weeklong trip,
they could, “restart the discussion from this point,” and resume
discussing the ideas as a group. Thus, this single representation
generated from collaborative brainstorming could be used later
by both individuals and the group later for a brainstorming
session.
Another region of the whiteboard contained a similar set of
elements (a mix of sketches and text), but related to another

project. Larry reports that this region is also partially the
product of discussion, but that it is continually maintained and
used. This content provides a number of functions: first as
storage, so they can “recall what we have discussed without
much trouble”; second, as a tracking mechanism for “decisions
from the previous week to… match [this week’s] progress to
what we decided last week”, and third, as an ongoing reference:
“One thing I did last week was a lit review related to this
discussion, so I kept coming back to see, to remember the points
of discussion… like that sketch or plot there.” Notice that the
whiteboard content’s representation facilitates its use each week
for synchronous collaborative work, and through the week for
asynchronous independent activity.
This lab whiteboard is used completely differently than Larry’s
meeting room whiteboard, where sketches never last beyond the
duration of the meeting: there, sketches are only drawn as
communication aids before being erased.
On the lab
whiteboard, the same content functions as a grounding
mechanism for later discussion and further refinement, as a
tracking mechanism for agreed upon goals, and as an ongoing
reference for later personal use. The same information
representation is used to enable Larry and his coworkers to
transition between distinct modes of work, even though the role
of the content is different in each use-context.

4.2.2 Lo-fi ideation, deferral and storage of
personal activity
John is a researcher for a small telecommunications start-up,
responsible for delivering architectural designs that link together
hardware and software components with customers’ systems.
For John, generating these designs is an iterative problem
solving process that deeply involves his whiteboard. John’s
office whiteboard (visible from his desk) is used for generating,
capturing and storing his design ideas, which he calls “brain
states.” These “brain states” help John “think” with the
whiteboards, and their persistence supports his ongoing activity
as an organizing resource.
In fits of ingenuity, I may come up with “this may solve the
problem”, and I want to capture [it] because it’s important, but
I don’t want to capture it [formally]... The ideas are sketched
out… and I have some key ideas to solving the problem, but
[they] may not have been rigorous: I haven’t thought of every
situation, or cases where that solution may not work, so I have
to think through those, or cases where I made assumptions that
were erroneous.
At the time John was interviewed, 70% of the whiteboard
content pertained to three such “brain state” sketches. John
generates these “brain states” (independent/synchronous) to
represent his current, up-to-date understanding of each problem
he is tackling, and the space devoted to each design sketch is
stable for fairly long-term (e.g. two or three months), informally
capturing decisions and ideas.
Putting it on the board, it gives me these things I have to
process... so I have to go research, [and] these ideas will send
you on different work to prove them out. By having them on the
board, when I start going down those tangents, if I don’t write it
down, I’ll forget what it was. At least if I have it on the board—
aha— this is what I was trying to do when I put this on the
board.

The sketches structure transitions in his ongoing work: they help
John transition into “seek-and-understand” mode, persistently
reminding him of unresolved issues or uncertainties in designs
(independent/async), directing him to engage in communication
with others, or to resolve them on his own. As John gathers
more information or resolves these issues, he transitions back to
thinking mode, updating and working on the design sketches
(independent/ sync), so that the brain states are always up-todate. The whiteboard and the brain state sketches ground John,
reminding him of the tasks he was engaged in, or needs to be
engaged in. Thus, since his activities often entail gathering
information from others about questions or issues, the sketches
therefore functions as a sort of task list for John.
Once the ideas become more stable, and are captured with
formal documentation, the whiteboard space is reclaimed. This
example shows us that the whiteboard supports John’s ongoing
thinking process, help him transition into “personalmanagement” mode to help organize his activity, and then back
to resume his thinking activity.

Persistent team scheduler
Jill is the project manager for a small web development
company, and is responsible for a team of six designers and
developers. Planning, managing and coordinating this team’s
schedule is Jill’s primary challenge: at any given moment, Jill’s
team is working on up to six different projects (members
contribute to just about every project), with personnel working
simultaneously on different projects, and each project having
dependencies on other team members and clients. Jill manages
her team’s schedule primarily from the whiteboard in her shared
office (Figure 2). This whiteboard, dedicated to the team’s
schedule, is used for multiple tasks: both for Jill’s planning and
reference activities, and for the rest of the team’s awareness and
discussion.
The schedule on this whiteboard is a six-week overview,
organized into six vertical columns, with each column
representing a week. Projects span across the columns, and each
team member’s tasks are colour-coded. Jill updates the schedule
throughout the day, and once a week, Jill removes last week’s
column, and shifts over the other columns. Through the day, Jill
receives requests from clients for new work. Because of the
organization of the whiteboard and its location relative to her
desk (it is visually accessible and steps away from her seat), Jill
can use it as a ready reference to rapidly assess the state of her
team in the upcoming weeks and give immediate responses to
clients (independent/async). If Jill decides that the team can take
on the new work, she transitions into a planning mode, using the
whiteboard to decide how the team’s schedules in the next six
weeks will be juggled to accommodate this new work
(independent/sync). The whiteboard allows Jill to try different
versions of the schedule spatially, and to spot immutable
deadlines and dependencies in the schedule.
Team members also use the whiteboard to maintain awareness
about their schedule (collaborative/async) and communicate
with Jill about their constraints (e.g. vacation time). Each
Monday, the entire team meets in front of the project schedule
whiteboard, and Jill can transition into a presentation mode,
using the whiteboard as a presentation aid to communicate
changes or updates to the schedule (collaborative/sync).

Figure 2. Part of Jill’s scheduling whiteboard, which is
visible from her desk.
This whiteboard and the schedule representation are powerful:
Jill reports that it acts as “ground truth” on her overall
understanding of the team’s progress, meaning that it also acts
as an awareness display. The schedule representation facilitates
transitions across multiple modes of work: when Jill uses the
whiteboard to plan, she engages in primarily independent
synchronous activity; she uses the whiteboard asynchronously
to check on her team’s status when clients ask about new work;
her team regularly looks at it to maintain awareness of their
schedules, and finally, when the entire team convenes weekly,
the whiteboard functions as a shared display.
Summary: This sample of vignettes illustrates three instances of
how users employ the whiteboard to facilitate activity in several
modes of work, helping them to transition between different
activities with ease. Our analysis brings two themes to light:
first, the whiteboard is useful primarily because users can
flexibly generate representations of knowledge; second, while
the representation may be static, their role and function in these
different modes of work can be fundamentally different: the
representation of Jill’s whiteboard schedule, for instance,
operates as thinking space, ready reference, awareness display
and presentation aid. Thus, these users go beyond using the
whiteboard for a specific activity, such as “information sharing”
or “awareness”, and can instead use it to fluently move between
them.

4.3 Role of Location and Social Practice on
Transitions
Just as we found differences between users and their use of
whiteboards for different activities, we suspected that there were
different “types” of whiteboards in that they would actually be
used differently from one another. Our data suggest that indeed,
the physical location of whiteboard, its users, and the social
practice that develops around the use of that whiteboard work in
concert to shape its role in an environment.
With our sample of 239 whiteboards, we had also collected data
about the frequency of their use for different activities (as in
Table 2), where they were located (Table 3), as well as who
typically made use of the whiteboards (self, close co-worker,

co-worker, family, other, unknown). We analyzed this data
using a k-means cluster analysis using Hamming distance as a
similarity measure since some data was categorical (e.g.
whiteboard location). The cluster analysis produced four stable
clusters (Figure 3) which we labeled post hoc based on an
analysis of the whiteboards in each cluster. The number of
clusters, and the names of these categories is not important as
they are likely to differ between samples (based on the way
clustering algorithms behave); instead, the important
observation is that while the whiteboard artifact is the same
across contexts, it will have different roles in different physical
and social contexts.
Public whiteboards (18% of the sample) were whiteboards
located in public places that seemed to belong to no one, or
were shared with anonymous, or “unknown” individuals. These
whiteboards were primarily used for synchronous activities,
such as brainstorming or conveying ideas in meetings, and are
often wiped clean after being used. Lecture hall or boardroom
whiteboards are examples.
Semi-public whiteboards (27%) tended to be in shared location
(such as in a lab), but the users and viewers of the board were
typically known to one another. They were used for similar
tasks as public shared whiteboards, but in addition were
occasionally used for storage of information or shared
knowledge. Storage is made possible because the user pool was
known and fairly fixed—as a consequence, a common social
practice or expectation about the role of the whiteboard could be
developed over time. Whiteboards in workplace common areas,
“war rooms”, or labs are a good example of this type of
whiteboard (e.g. [26], [30]).
Personal whiteboards (32%) were located primarily in users’
personal workspace, and were therefore primarily used by the
user in question (e.g. [17]). Only a small set of close co-workers
were sometimes invited to use these whiteboards. It is on these
whiteboards that content is used for the largest variety of tasks
(Figure 3). This likely stems from its location (almost always
being nearby and visible), and the limited set of users of these
whiteboards (i.e. they are largely only used by the owner), so a
fixed practice could be developed around the whiteboard itself.
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Figure 3. Percentage of whiteboards reported to be used for
various activities.
whiteboard. Commonly used phrases may be transformed into
abbreviations, concepts into symbols, and so forth. Indeed,
during interviews, whiteboards contained many instances of
short-hand or abbreviations—many of which were
incomprehensible to the interviewer, though were readily
interpreted by the interviewee (e.g. “It only makes sense to me
because I use a shorthand notation for these kinds of things.”).
Figure 2 provides a visual example where the use number-letter
combinations to represent vacation schedules, and colour to
represent task type. Observations of “inside jokes” and
differentiated usage between groups with MessyBoard accord
with this interpretation [5]. Thus, only on whiteboards with a
fairly closed set of users would we expect deep appropriation
for the transitioning practice described earlier. For instance, it
would be foolhardy to expect content on public whiteboards to
stay persistent without explicit requests on the whiteboard itself
(e.g. “Please do not erase”).
The distribution of activities across the different whiteboards
(Figure 3) shows us that both the physical context (where it is
located, and what is it nearby [19]) and its social context (who
uses this whiteboard) shape how the tool is used and perceived
by its users.

4.4 Beyond a Sketchpad: Whiteboard as a
Place of Work

Notification whiteboards (22%) were similarly often located in
personal workspaces (and in the home). The users of these
boards were almost exclusively the owner, and the boards were
primarily used for asynchronous activities such as posting
reminders, or task lists. The main distinction here is the relative
dearth of synchronous activities on these whiteboards (e.g.
brainstorming). These notification whiteboards were often
dedicated to the specific purpose (e.g. a fridge whiteboard for
messages or grocery list).

Throughout our interviews, it became clear that the whiteboard,
beyond being just the medium for activity, was also a place
where work was accomplished. We know this because of the
way information resources are brought and placed on or around
the whiteboard.
In many cases, we saw users placing
information on the whiteboard for asynchronous purposes (as in
[19]): either to remind themselves later of work that still needed
to be conducted, or to support work that would be conducted
later on the whiteboard. We illustrate the latter asynchronous
case with two vignettes.

Intuitively, we would expect that with a smaller set of users or a
well-known set of users around a whiteboard, a practice would
evolve that allows that set of users to develop expectations
about: the nature of the content on the whiteboard, whether it
could be erased, what should be left on, and for how long (e.g.
“If someone did erase [my whiteboard]… I would be upset.
Maybe I should put a “do not erase” thing, but it’s never been
erased.” Notice the user’s expectation of persistence and the
lack of need for explicit signs on his personal whiteboard.).
Another benefit of a small user group is the ability to develop a
vocabulary or practice about how information is encoded on the

Lisa uses her office whiteboard as a project list, with “next
steps” for each of the items in the project list. Of interest was a
printed photo of another whiteboard that was affixed to the
whiteboard next to one of the project items. The photo was of a
different (lab) whiteboard on which Lisa and her students had
engaged in an extended brainstorm. By positioning the photo on
the office whiteboard, Lisa could not only maintain the existing
use of the whiteboard as “project overviews” display, but also
use the photo as a “window” to another, prior meeting. Lisa’s
use of this photo was temporary (it was removed in a week);
however, here, the whiteboard functioned as a “storage device”

to remind her of earlier work during a later meeting with her
student (which took place in front of her whiteboard).
Users place information next to the whiteboard often when they
recognize that work is to be relevant for ongoing discussions. In
the case of Fred, such work was formalized, and placed at the
side of the whiteboard. It thus operated as a ready reference
when engaged in later discussion, helping to convey those core
ideas. Its placement next to the whiteboard was deliberate,
allowing it augment collaborative sketching activity (e.g.
design/brainstorming) occurring on the whiteboard.
[The paper attached to the whiteboard is] a high level
architecture of a system what we’re working on that we
sometimes come back to. It’s a project we worked on, and a lot
of thought and energy went into it… I keep it up there so if I
encounter other projects that are similar to that…, I use the
same terminology. [I use it] especially for helping [when] we
talk to some of our clients... and they want some capabilities
from us, and want to know what’s available in general for these
things. So we can go through and re-use the structure we have
for that.
Thus, the whiteboard, beyond operating as a medium to support
various sketching activities, is also a place where anticipated
activities are expected to occur. Users take advantage of the
fixed nature of the whiteboard to place and accumulate
resources for these future activities.

5. DISCUSSION & IMPLICATIONS FOR
DESIGN
We have seen that activity on a whiteboard can be usefully
classified
along
the
asynchronous/synchronous
and
independent/collaborative dimensions (e.g. Table 4). Beyond
this, however, we have seen that the whiteboard facilitates
transitions between different modes of activity. In this section,
we synthesize our findings and existing literature to explore how
we can design technologies that support these transitions. In so
doing, we contrast a whiteboard’s affordances with existing
large display technologies, discussing how: (a) it is a container
for task and coordinating information [7], where (b) information
is easily revisitable, (c) information is readily updatable, and (d)
the flexibility allows users to build representations of
information suitable for many modes of activity.
Whiteboard as a container. Building on Greenberg &
Roseman’s articulation of the “room metaphor” to support
transitions [7], we also see the whiteboard as functioning as a
container. Information placed on many whiteboards is expected
to be persistent. Similarly, the container is permeable, and
readily provides access to that information. Whiteboards are
typically constantly visually available—unless information has
been deliberately obscured. This simple property has been
difficult to replicate with large digital displays. For instance,
Huang et al. [11] report on how concerns over energy
consumption (i.e. for projectors) often result in displays being
turned off, thereby breaking the persistence of the information
contained within. The fact that these displays often need to be
explicitly turned on (e.g. [5],[7],[22]) means that the
information is not reliably visually accessible in the same way.
Beyond the virtual metaphor in [7], the whiteboard has physical
embodiment, and is contextually located near or in a place
where action takes place [13]. Thus, the whiteboard limits

access to people who would likely be in the context [10], and
aids interpretation by being in the same context ([17],[19]).
Fass et al. provide an instructive example [5]: two MessyBoards
were deployed nearby one another, but used by different groups.
Each board was used differently, but the contents of the displays
could be readily interpreted because each MessyBoard was
located near where the group using it sat. In contrast to
whiteboards, where physical access to the display itself
engenders group processes (e.g. [30], where a person updating a
whiteboard-based schedule would result in a conversation about
the reason for the update), MessyBoard enabled remote access
(meaning that it was unclear who made updates to the display).
Consequently, conventions around physical access (e.g.
restricting access based on location) were lost, but new ones
created (restricting login to a closed set of users). This example
illustrates the tension between physical and remote access to
traditional vs. digital displays. We see then that whiteboard
practice is largely enabled by the conception of whiteboards as
contextually located containers for visually accessible
information.
Evolved meaning through representation. Beyond the artefact
itself, meaning, as has been alluded to by several authors (e.g.
[17], [2], [32]), is created by the users of the whiteboard:
information can be organized, drawn, written in any way the
users like. This meaning can be embedded in spatial
organization (e.g. via partitioning, as in [17]), and also via the
representations that users choose to use. As illustrated by the
vignettes, these representations can evolve over time as needs
change (as in Larry’s lab whiteboard), they can be diverse (as in
John’s brain state sketches, some of which are written, others of
which are drawn), or employ space meaningfully (as in Jill’s
whiteboard, where columns of space represent weeks). Users
can mold the task-agnostic whiteboard with representations
using ink primitives that are consistent and meaningful for
multiple tasks. Providing users with expressive primitives will
allow them to flexibly generate meaningful applications
themselves.
This latter aspect of whiteboards presents a difficult design
tension for designers of interactive whiteboard or large display
groupware: how can we build and enable meaningful, powerful
and flexible visual primitives without dictating their use? On a
traditional whiteboard, primitives such as layout, color and
partitioning allow users to construct meaning. Many systems
similarly provide semi-structured primitives, where how the
artefacts are used is not prescribed by the system itself.
Notification Collage, for example, provided several widgets
(e.g. text, URL, image), and the text widgets were appropriated
for a variety of purposes [7]: notifications, reminders, perisynchronous and synchronous conversation. In contrast to other
systems that provided more sophisticated and integrated
interaction (e.g. [28],[21]), we see that in many cases, simple,
understandable metaphors can be easily appropriated by users
for other unintended purposes (e.g. [3] for posting personnel
schedules, or [5] for simple game play).
Flexible representations enable appropriation. Finding suitable
middle ground in this design tension is difficult, but important:
designers taking a careful application-centric view of groupware
are likely to inhibit unusual or creative uses (perhaps
deliberately) that allow the tool to be appropriated in other, or
across work modes. On the other hand, by focusing on building

suitably powerful primitives, users will be able to more flexibly
appropriate the technology to their uses. In the context of
interactive whiteboards, for instance, Flatland’s approach allows
users to create meaning with ink primitives, and provides
functionality to specific segments in an on-demand basis [18].
Flatland retains the ‘one fixed page’ metaphor of a whiteboard,
providing “scaling” capabilities rather than relying on a filebased storage metaphor (e.g. [22]) or switching interfaces for
different applications altogether (e.g. [12]). An alternative
approach is to organize interaction around shared artefacts (e.g.
[6], [7]), though this idea is perhaps better suited for distributed
systems. In all of these cases, the focus is not on designing for a
specific application or activity, but instead focusing design
attention to core primitives, returning the meaning-making to
the user while still providing powerful digital functionality. The
traditional whiteboard supports transition between work modes
and activities through informal ink primitives rather than
structured interaction. Supporting transitions on interactive
whiteboards means designing functional primitives rather than
applications.
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